Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

- Step-by-Step Photo Guide
- Detailed Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Re6dPEOVFo&feature=plcp
Step-by-Step Photo Guide

Worksheet

1. **Paper Cup**
2. **Draw 2 Long Rabbit Ears**
Draw two eyes.

Ears & eyes of rabbit
FACE OF RABBIT WITH LONG EARS & EYES.

FOLD THE CUP AT MIDDLE

BACK VIEW OF RABBIT
PRESS WITH INDEX FINGER & THUMB

MOUTH OPEN

MOUTH CLOSED
MAKE AN OPERA SINGER

BACK VIEW OF OPERA SINGER
MOVE FINGERS TO OPEN / CLOSE MOUTH

OPERA SINGER SINGING